
MUSIC IO :: AUDIO AND MIDI OVER USB 

"MUSIC IO" 1.10 now available on the Apple App Store 

Audio arrives for Music IO 
The only professional, all-in-one audio-and-MIDI-over-USB solution.  

NEW YORK/DUBLIN -- March 27, 2015 -- Available today, Music IO 1.10 offers users an easy way to achieve 
low-latency audio and near-zero latency MIDI over USB in one easy-to-use app. 

Over the past few years, iOS devices have been gaining in popularity with musicians.  Offering portability, a 
versatile touch-screen interface, and a wide range of innovative samplers and synthesizers, there has been 
considerable interest — but limited options have been available for integrating the devices with professional 
music studios.  Connections for both audio and MIDI previously required additional hardware purchases, 
and complicated configuration steps.  With Music IO, these connections are now possible using only an 
ordinary sync cable. 

Recent policy changes have enabled the development of new iOS apps that use the USB connection 
directly.  Music IO is a joint effort by three established iOS music app developers; Audeonic Apps is well 
known for the pioneering MidiBridge and MidiBus tools, Confusion Studios is the developer of the industry 
leading MIDI Designer Pro app, and Secret Base Design has produced the Apollo series of apps that offer 
MIDI over Bluetooth LE, and audio over WiFi connections.  Through collaboration, the three developers 
have created a robust, professional, integrated solution, which will revolutionize how musicians use iOS 
devices in their work. 



UX Lead Dan Rosenstark says, "iOS users have been asking for a reasonable solution for years. Music IO 1.0 
provided MIDI over USB, and users were ecstatic. We can't wait for them to check out 1.10, which delivers 
two channels (one stereo channel) of audio in a utility that just makes sense: one single app that just works.” 

The new app uses Apple’s Inter-App Audio framework for low latency, high quality audio transfer on the iOS 
device.  This audio is transferred to a Mac in an uncompressed form, and can be recorded directly into 
professional DAWs.   Bi-directional MIDI, based on the high-performance MidiBus library, completes the 
package.  All the features professional musicians would expect are integrated seamlessly. 

The first version of Music IO, with support only for MIDI, was available for a time-limited price of $2.99; the 
current version, supporting both audio and MIDI, retails for $6.99.  Future updates will support multiple 
channels of audio, and multiple devices.   The App is available now for immediate download internationally 
for iOS 7 or better for iPad, iPhone and iPod touch. 

### 

For more information or to schedule an interview, please contact: 
Patrick Madden, PhD, Co-Author, Music IO:  
Contact:  patrick@musicIOapp.com 
Website:  musicIOapp.com  
App Store:  musicIOapp.com/ios  
Mac Server:  musicIOapp.com/mac

http://musicIOapp.com/ios
http://musicIOapp.com/mac

